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The high value of lumber, veneer, and various other wood p ■~ cts ,
coupled with a very heavy demand for wood products of all kinds, ha s

16d :to widespread interest in possible uses for refuse that occurs i n

nearly all operations in the wood-using industries . Harvesting and
manufacturing wastes or residues are due basically to the extreme var-
iation in size, form, quality, species ., and accessibility of the raw

material . Much waste or offal is, of course, inevitable in processing

wood to - the finished products, even with the most efficient machinery .
Conversion of this refuse into useful products is seldom simple ; for
instance, wood cannot be melted down and reshaped, as metals are reshaped ,
but must be sawed, planed, turned, and otherwise worked to form . Wood
refuse from these necessary operations may range from sander dust i n
factories to slabs, sawdust, and like material in sawmills, as well a s
parts of or entire trees in the woods .

,., This report is intended primarily for forest managers, commercial wood -
fuel producers, and other technicians interested in the use 'cif wood
waste for fuel . The, principles of combustion of wood fuels ,and a dis-
cussion of improved wood-burning equipment are given in another Fores t

Products Laboratory report .-Z

The volume of wood cut for fuel (2,002 million cubic feet a year) ie sec-

and only to that cut for lumber (2,145 million cubic feet a year) and

therefore merits serious consideration, not only as a drain from th e
Nation's f©rests, but also as a means of improving timber stands and sal-
vaging waste . It is estimated that an additional 2,478 millioli cubi c

feet of wood annually wasted in making various wood products is used as
fuel .

Maintained at Madison, ,Wis ., in cooperation with the Utiversity'-of' ,

Wisconsin .
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As a fuel, wood has several inherent advantages . Wood is a renewable ,

widely distributed, and accessible fuel resource . It can be harvested
with simple tools by unskilled labor, requires no elaborate equipment t o
locate, unearth, and process, and is relatively inexpensive . It will
burn cleanly in many types of equipment under widely varying operatin g
conditions with a minimum amount of ash (of some value as fertilizer) .
In open fires the flames of wood have an esthetic appeal . Wood is
readily kindled, and its burning rate can be regulated reasonably wel l
if it is properly prepared and burned in suitable equipment . On the
other hand, its moisture content is usually high and it normally re -
quires piece-by-piece preparation, handling, and stoking when used i n
the form of chunk wood and unhogged green scrap . In any form, it is
bulkier than other common solid or liquid fuels .

Large recapture of wood-fuel markets lost to other fuels in the metro-
politan and highly industrialized zones is hardly feasible, nor woul d
it be desirable. In such zones, to meet all fuel needs with wood would
involve excessive haulage, an unreliable supply because numerous inde-
pendent owners control it, and excessive cutting of the forests for fue l
wood instead of restricting fuel production to thinnings and loggin g
residues (culls, tops, and little-used species) . The market for wood
fuel for domestic use in metropolitan areas is, nevertheless, still
large enough to absorb most of the low-grade round and slab material
available nearby for fireplace wood, while edgings and trim can be sol d
as kindling .

A different situation exists in many rural areas and in urban localitie s
adjacent to large forest areas . With other fuels costly and wood refus e
in great oversupply, special types of domestic burners for sawdust ar e
justified in such areas .

The continued use of wood for fuel is dependent on the changing economi c
and technological picture . Overall costs of various fuels on the basi s
of actual beat production will figure largely in industrial choice o f
fuel ; for farm use, home production will be a decisive factor ; for city
homes, convenience in storing, availability, handling, and use will b e
deciding factors . Wood fuel will continue to come into these markets as
long as they remain profitable, or possibly even at some small immediat e
loss if such cuttings will result in forest improvement . The prospect
that other uses of wood refuse will curtail the supply available for fue l
is remote, except where pulp mills can use properly prepared chips pro-
duced from slabs, edgings, and trim .

Continued use of wood for fuel, if restricted to otherwise unusable ma-
terial, can be of widespread benefit to wood-using industries and to th e
forest . Use of manufacturing wastes to heat boilers, or for simila r
purposes, cuts fuel costs while disposing of the refuse . Removal of
diseased or insect-infested trees, over m a Lure, fallen, or broken trees ,
and snags and logging slash will aid forest sanitation and reduce th e
forest-fire hazard . By cutting trees of low-grade species, the composition
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and quality of the stand will be improv.ed .' Trees removed . in thinnings
to improve growth rates can be• - put to fuel- use, when no - other outlet- i s
available .

Wood Fuel Use s

The uses of wood fuel are numerous and diverse . For lotne heatingand -
cooking ; for recreational activities, such as picnics . dud al:Ijoutdoor
living, and on the farm to heat brooder houses, cure tobacco ; ,and. burn
out stumps, wood is•-amiliariy utilized as fuel .

	

•

Various commercial processes consume large quantities of wood fuel--o f
different types . Meats are often prepared over charcoal grills ; ; in rs -

taurants, and charcoal and wood briquets are used almost exeIi vte1y in
railroad dining cars .. In cities with large for1eign born, pgpulaii:oms_, _
some breadstuffs are baked for them over wood fires . Wob is s tbti•al -

in the smoking of meats and fish . Sap for maple syrup is usually aapa-L

rated over wood fires . During rail transportation, potatoes a other
vegetables- ,are safeguarded against freezing by means of heaters using
charcoal, preferably in briquetted form . Wood fuels have a place in the
metallurgical industry, where charcoal iron is a premium metal . Special
brasses are annealed in sulfur-free wood or charcoal fire atmospheres ,
although'thiBuse is becoming obsolete because of the use of gas puri-
fiers with other fuels .• -

Formerly .an important fuel for locomotives and boats, wood -h-as given way
in the United States to other sources of power except in -a , few logging
operations . In frontier sections of other ' countries -, including portions
of Canada, wood still fuels boats and locomotives . .During then'}star, in
parts of-Europe and Asia, large numbers of wood- or char-coalaburning-
gasogens were used to-drive automobiles, trucks, boats, and tractors .

In addition to gasogen-powered tractors, portable donkey engines fuele d
with wood develop mechanical power for logging opera--t•ioris- . Steam is
also generated by wood fires in stationary boiler plants for direct ap-
plication in turbines and engines, as for veneer lathes, and to generate
electricity . Wood-generated steam is used in large quantities to dr y
lumber, veneer, paper, and other wood products, and it enters into vari-
ous processes, such as veneer-log heating, pres-sing, dis_tillat_ion, evapo-
ration of paper-mill liquors, and pulp cooking .

Stationary wood-gas generators are reported in use in Australia to pro -
duce electricity on some farms, and .oiie European - :town for many years has .
used wood gas for street lighting and household purposes . Several large
wood-burning gas producers are reported in operation in Africa and.
Sumatra forr pro.uct '•of electricity and, at one operation, for the,pro-
duction of gas to reduce silver ores . A few wood-gas producers have
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operated in this country for process-gas production . Gases generated in
the destructive distillation of wood are collected and used for proces s

heating .

Wood-Fuel Raw Material s

All parts of a tree are combustible, but because of variations in thei r

heating value, ease of handling, or special properties, some parts ar e

commonly and others rarely used for fuel .

Foliage, green or dry, is never taken specifically for fuel use .3 Small

twigs and branches are likewise ignored . Pine cones are used to a smal l
extent as a luxury kindling material,-but irregularity of prolific see d

years results in sporadiO cone production . In the South there has long

been widespread use of "lightwood," the highly resinous heartwood o f

longleafpine .stumps and roots, for kindling . It often sells locally, in
small bundles at a price that would be high by the cord . The balk froa3 .

pulpwood is often burned alone at pulp mills, where the wood is .cow...

pletely utilized . At veneer mills and elsewhere, bark is mixed with: :co-ed

scrap, but ordinarily the greater portion is left adhering to and i s
burned with the wood .

By far the greatest portion (more than 70 percent) of wood fuel is used . . .

as round wood cut specifically for fuel or salvaged during'• clearing open •

ations for right-of-ways, conepruction, farming, or replacement of die-f c-
tive stands ; thinning operations, stand-improvement cuttings, and logging .

Mill and factory waste makes up a quarter of the wood used for fuel .
Scrap veneer is sometimes burned in its original sheet form, but often it

is hogged to reduce it to small chips . Other types of refuse may also b e

chipped, and additional fine sizes of fuel, such as sawdust, shavings ,

and sander dust, may be used in various combinations . Sander dust re-

quires admixture with sawdust or shavings .

Fuel Type s

By far the greatest portion .of wood and bark for fuel is used with no

modification except_thatof cutting it into cordwood, stovewood, slab -

wood, kindling, hogged mill waste, or sawdust . Other forms of fuel .are .
derived from wood by chemical processing . Charcoal is a common '-farm o f

derived fuel . Methane, the wood gas produced when making charcoal, i s

ordinarily used in-the carbonizing process when retorts are used .

3A French process of making tar-bound charcoal briquets of 8,650 British
thermal units per pound from carbonized leaves has been reported, i n

which an average tree yields 1 hundredweight' of fuel . Commercial

manufacture has not been attempted up to 1942 .
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Producer gas is derived from wood or charcoal in mobile or stationary ga s
producers . Wood-derived alcohols, both methyl and ethyl alcohol, are

usable as fuels, and ethyl alcohol is suitable for motor fuel . Lignin ,

produced as a residue from the production of sugar or alcohol from wood ,

and as a residue in pulping liquor, is also a derived fuel .

Preparation of Wood Fuel s

Cordwood

The preparation of cordwood for fuel requires no special skill, as i t

consists merely of felling, buckling, splitting, piling for seasoning

or measurement, and hauling . Local custom should be followed as t o

length of stick, minimum diameter, splitting, species, and allowabl e

rot and crook . Fuel wood grades have been established by some State s

and are available through their forestry departments . The standards for

these grades specify the permissible species, sizes, form, and conditio n

of the wood, sizes to be split, and the like . (Better salability wil l
result if the operator retains the lowest grades for his own use . )

Excessive handling is required when cordwood is cut into 4-foot length s

at the stump and piled nearby . Cordwood production can be simplified

materially with better methods and tools .

Power saws, except buzz saws, are still rather expensive for small,oper-
ations, such as on farm woodlots, except when cooperative ownership o f

the equipment can be arranged . On large operations, such as acid-woo d
cuttings, stand improvement in commercial or public forests, or salvag e

after logging in the Pacific Northwest, power saws can be advantageou s

when matched to the material . Two-man saws are well adapted to the

large snags and broken material of the West Coast, or to the overmatur e

hardwoods of the South . When the terrain is firm and level and the tree s

small, the wheeled circular saw may be used effectively . In hilly or

rocky areas, the one-man chain saw is more effective . Where the tops
contain recoverable fuel wood, the one-man power saw may be mor e

efficient than the two-man power saw .

For thinnings and stand-improvement work where the trees are small an d

the cut relatively light, the power saw is inferior to a good falle r

equipped with the light, fast-cutting Scandinavian bow saw, which i s

suitable for both falling and bucking trees 11 inches or less in diame -

ter . Another effective hand tool is the Oregon splitting maul, whic h
has a splitting blade on one side of the head and a sledgehammer fac e

on the other . Swedish twist wedges are lighter than regular splittin g

wedges and equal to them in splitting power . An 8-inch length of ol d
automobile or truck spring, flattened, sharpened, and then twiste d

about 45°, makes a good substitute for the Swedish wedge .
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In producing cordwood, much labor is expended in splitting the large r
sticks into two or more pieces of convenient size . Power splitting
can save a half or more of the time required to prepare cordwood .
Accordingly, a number of splitting devices have been devised . One is
the explosive wedge, driven into the end of the stick, charged wit h
black powder, and fired by means of a fuse . A second device is the
flying wedge, consisting of a wedge fastened to the rim of a large heav y
wheel, such as an old tractor wheel, turned at a suitable speed by a ga s
or electric motor operating through a belt that runs over the wheel rim .
A ledge is provided to support the end of the stick as the wedge passe s
through it . A third device is the screw splitter, developed and exten-
sively used in Norway since about 1950 . Such splitters are sometime s
combined with a cut-off saw to permit splitting as long bolts are cu t
up, thus avoiding the piling of the short bolts before splitting them .
The screw splitter is highly efficient, easy to operate, and much safe r
than other methods .

Efficient woods procedure can markedly reduce the labor of working up
the felled tree or slash into fuel wood . Where branches are too smal l
to yield fuel wood, it is best to skid the tree-length logs to landing s
alongside a road . Here a power splitter and a portable cut-off saws
or combined cut-off saw and loader can be used to cut the logs to the
desired fuel-wood sizes and to load or pile the wood for seasoning . The
cut-off operation might include cutting posts, props, bean poles, or
similar round products from suitable trees . A 4-foot length for fuel is
the most common, but 5-foot wood is preferred by dealers who recut i t
for the retail trade, since it can be subdivided into a greater variet y
of short lengths than 4-foot wood . In the South, where rapid drying i s
essential to avoid decay, fuel wood to be seasoned in the woods is cu t
into 8-foot lengths to expedite piling it in "pens" (log-cabin style) .

If piling in the woods or at landings for seasoning is necessary, either
in pen style or solid stack, it should be done in open, airy locations
to insure good circulation of air . Piles should be raised 4 inches or
more above the ground on skids . A top cover of tarpaper or slabs wil l
retard decay and facilitate seasoning of the wood by keeping rain, snow ,
or ice off the sticks .

For domestic use, it is desirable that wood be seasoned for 3 months i n
the South and up to 9 months in the North . Seasoning is not a rigid re-
quirement for wood to be burned in specially designed industrial fur-
naces or slow-combustion stoves, because the gain in heat value is onl y
6 .7 percent when wood is dried from 60 to 20 percent moisture content ,
too low to repay piling and other seasoning costs . Obviously, all un-
necessary piling should be avoided, since each rehandling of the woo d

-Unless a special setup is used for the wheel-type circular saw, cuttin g
will not be accurate or square, which is important when the wood i s
graded or when stovewood is produced, especially for the magazine
type of heater .
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is an expense . Rough bunching in the woods is sufficient when the cord -

wood is . to be hauled to a roadside or yard for seasoning . A judicious

price adjustment may permit delivery of green wood to the consumer som e

months in advance of its period of use, so that a single piling on th e

customer's premises will be all that is necessary . Casts can be reduced -

by handling the wood in racks or bundles to elimate repeated handling of '

the individual sticks, thus reducing handling costs .

, Stovewood

Much wood is burned in short lengths (12 to 18 inches) insitaves, ranges ,

and .room heaters . For cooking purposes, dry wood is needed . For room
heating, green wood-can be used in a magazine-type, slow-combustio n
heater if sufficient dry kindling is used at the start and the magazin e
recharged before the fuel bed gets too low .

Stovewood may be prepared from round wood, from slabs, or febm veneer
cores or sawmill scrap . Sizes vary a great deal because of variation in .
firebox dimensions, but lengths of 12 and 16 inches are common, and stick s
usually are 2 to 4 inches in diameter or split to a maximum face of 4
inches . Square ends and accurate lengths are necessary in wood prepare d
for stoves with fuel magazines so that the charge will settle down evenl y
as it burns .

Accurate bucking is .relatively easy with power buzz saws . A simple stop

will prevent troublesome excess length . Moderately underlength piece s

cause little trouble in stacking or burning . Gang slashers used at .mill s

cut slabwood and other scrap to uniform length provided the material i s

placed squarely on the cross chains feeding the saw ; if placed otherwise ,

diagonally cut ends and excessive length' will result .

Slabwood and Kindling

Slabwood is sometimes roughly slashed to convenient lengths for .fuelat
the sawmill . Frequently, however, a greater return can be gotten by cut-
ting the slabs to 4-foot or stovewood lengths for local sale . One mil l
cuts all slabs and other sizable scrap to 4-foot lengths before placin g
it on the conveyor to the refuse burner . At a fuel wood station, the
larger pieces are taken from the conveyor and placed on cross chain s
leading to a gang of slashing saws spaced to stovewood lengths . Edgings
and other narrow rejects can be processed in like manner for use . as kin- .
dling . Most kindling, however, originates at planing mills, cut-u p
plants, furniture factories, and the like, where dry wood is in use . Ac-
cumulations of small, narrow waste are often jackstrawed in the yard and .
sold at a fixed charge for whatever amount the customer- can lead' onto-hi s,
conveyance ..
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Such dumping tactics may seem to be the simplest way of disposing of low-
value material, but higher returns sometimes can be gotten by cutting
such kindling into uniform lengths and tying it into bundles . The con-
venience of bundled wood promotes sales at a worthwhile premium .

Chips or Hogged Fue l

The scraps produced at sawmills and wood-processing plants usually var y
so much in size and shape that it is impossible to use them directly fo r
fuel and obtain even passable furnace efficiency . To establish uniform
fire-bed conditions and accurate control of combustion, it is necessar y
to reduce the scrap to uniform size, usually to chips about 1 inch lon g
and about 1/4 to 1/2 inch thick . The thickness of chipped or hogged
veneer waste naturally depends on the veneer thickness .

For reduction of waste to chips, three types of machines are in commo n
use . Veneer and comparable fine scrap can best be reduced to chips in a
hammer mill , in which rotating bars of various designs break up the ma-
terial by impact . The disk chipper with knives set in radial slots i s
suitable for solid scrap and round wood of various sizes . The knife hog
is similar in action to the chipper, but the knives are set in the slop-
ing surfaces of a V-shaped drum ; it is suitable for solid wood and for
scraps that may be somewhat smaller than the disk chipper can handle .
Hogs of portable size are available with which chips could be produce d
in the woods . There is a possibility that tree lengths can be chipped
in the woods or at roadside landings and handled thereafter by pneumati c
or gravity-flow methods . Some investigative work has been done on th e
possibility of heating medium-sized establishments with wood chipped i n
the woods .

Hogged fuel is ordinarily burned without predrying, since a furnac e
properly designed for burning such fuel does the necessary drying as a
part of the combustion cycle, a procedure that is more satisfactory than
separate drying .

Sawdust and Shaving s

Sawdust and shavings are often burned in mixture with hogged fuel in in-
dustrial furnaces and require no special treatment . Shavings are un-
suitable for burning alone because of their lightness and lack of body ;
hence, they are mixed with sawdust or chips to create a fuel bed with
sufficient air resistance to permit good draft control . The sawdust and
shavings of plants working with reasonably dry wood can be burned in sus -
pension . The type of furnace required does not have grates and i s
unsuitable for very wet fuels .

Sawdust from sawmills, usually mixed with chipped wood, is used exten-
sively in parts of the Northwest as fuel for special sawdust burners .
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No shavings are used in these burners, as they do not feed well from the

hopper and do not form an adequate air seal . No preliminary drying i s
given, and the material is handled in bulk .

Bark

Bark is burned in domestic fires only as it comes attached to wood . In
industry, bark is separated from wood at veneer plants and at pulp mills ,
and a rapidly increasing number of sawmills are debarking their log s
before sawing . Bark is also removed from posts and poles . Tannin ex-
traction leaves much hemlock bark residue .

Bark removed by dry methods requires only hogging to prepare it for burn-
ing . Drum and hydraulic debarking methods leave the bark very wet, du e
to surface water, and to be suitable for fuel, bark so removed must b e
dried or pressed out to a water content of not more than 55 percent o f
its total weight, and preferably less . Water can be removed from bark
with presses that operate on the roller or clothes-wringer principle .
It is necessary to keep a uniform-depth, full-width, ribbon of bark pass-
ing between the rollers, since thin spots and gaps in the layer of bark
reduce the e-ffective roller pressure so that the water is not thoroughly
squeezed out . Screw presses, using tapered screws, are also in use for
the dewatering of bark

Charcoal

Charcoal is commonly prepared from solid wood (round and split), slabs ;
and larger edgings, but briquetted charcoal has been made at two wood -
distillation plants operating with hogged wood and sawdust . The methods
and equipment used for making charcoal are described in another Fores t
Products Laboratory,report .5 For fuel use, charcoal- is used in lump s
of irregular size and shape or as briquets .

Solid wood for "coaling" is cut to lengths of 8 feet, or to 50 or 4 8
inches, depending on the method of carbonizing and the . equipTent in use .
The material is dried (usually air seasoned for a year) prior to coaling
or dry distillation . .Bark is not removed . Chipped mill waste, immedi-
ately before it is put-in the distillation apparatus, is dried by flue
gases or steam . A continuous-flow carbonizer designed by Mr . Svend
Thomsen passes sawdust, chips, or other ground-up wood residues throug h
horizontal retort tulles, and the resulting charcoal powder is briquette d
as it leaves the r'etort .6

-Charcoal Production . Forest Products Laboratory Report No . R1666-11 .
1952 .

6A New Market for Sawmill Residues? Pulpwood Production and Sawmil l
Logging 8 (8) : 14 . August 1960 .
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Any species may be used to make charcoal, but for lump charcoal th e
denser species of hardwoods, such as birch, beech, maple, oak, and hick-
ory, and the heavier softwoods, such as longleaf pine, are preferred be -
cause of the denser, more slowly burning charcoal produced and the
greater weight of charcoal yielded per cord of wood . When the charcoa l
is pulverized and briquetted, increased densities are obtained and th e
species used is immaterial, except as the charcoal yield by weight varie s
for a given volume of wood .

Alcoho l

Methyl and ethyl alcohol, both derivable from wood, are used as fuel fo r
spirit lamps, blow torches, some types of cigarette lighters, and i n
other heating equipment of small size where an exceptionally clean flam e
is desired . Such uses consume only a very small portion of the tota l
alcohol production . A very good alcohol motor fuel made of ethyl alcoho l
blended with about 10 to 15 percent of petroleum derivatives was markete d
in the early twenties, but it could not compete with straight gasolines .
If petroleum resources become short, gasoline supplies could be extended
by blending with ethyl alcohol in quantities up to 10 percent . Such a
potential market would be large, and alcohol from wood refuse could shar e
in it .

Methyl alcohol is a coproduct of the carbonization of wood, but the lo w
yield eliminates it as a major factor in future motor-fuel markets . Woo d
for the production of ethyl alcohol must be in the form of chips or fine
particles, but need not be dry . Since ethyl alcohol is a fermentatio n
product of wood sugars resulting from an acid treatment of wood, th e
coniferous species are better for the purpose from hardwoods because o f
their higher percentage of alcohol-forming sugars from the cellulose .
One ethyl alcohol plant in Oregon operated on Douglas-fir waste durin g
World War II, when alcohol prices were high, but could not compete late r
with alcohol from molasses and was converted to other uses .

Briquets from Wood

The art of briquetting is relatively old and has been applied to a grea t
variety of substances . Briquetting methods have been used in som e
European countries for many years for sawdust, shavings, extracted bark ,
and chips . In the United States, because of the cheapness of other fue l
and the plentiful supply of solid firewood, many similar ventures during
the last half century have been financially unsuccessful . As a conser-
vation and stop-loss measure, there remains a strong inducement to con-
vert otherwise waste wood of low value to dense, clean, easily burne d
briquets . A radically different method of briquetting in recent year s
has made manufacture of wood waste into this form of fuel financially
successful under favorable conditions . Briquetting of wood is discussed
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in another Forest Products Laboratory report .- Bark is often present i n
the waste being briquetted, and bark alone can be briquetted with the sam e

equipment . This is not being done at present, possibly because the larg e

volumes of bark required for economic briquetting are found principall y
where wet debarking systems are used and excessive drying costs would b e
involved .

Measurement of Wood Fuel s

Solid fuel wood ordinarily is sold on the basis of stacked volume, al -

though some sales are made on a weight basis . Neither basis provides a

fully satisfactory measure of the fuel value of the wood . Weight is
unreliable because moisture content is variable and difficult to check .
Stacked volume, while easily determined, is not an accurate measure o f
the amount of solid wood . The standard cord embraces 128 cubic feet o f
space (equivalent to a pile 4 by 4 by 8 feet), but its solid conten t
will vary with the length of the sticks and their diameter, roughness ,
and crookedness . Shortening the sticks will increase the amount o f
solid wood per cord . In one test (based on more than 50 cords) there
were 78 .8 cubic feet of solid wood per cord in 4-foot lengths, but whe n
cut to 12- and 16-inch lengths, this same wood measured 97 .5 cubic fee t
per standard cord . Similarly, 8- or 5-foot wood will show less soli d
wood per cord than 4-foot wood . Solid content may vary from 65 t o
90 cubic feet per cord of 4-foot wood, depending upon the diameter ,
roughness, and crookedness of the sticks . These variations of soli d
content with stick length and form should be considered in setting fue l
wood prices .

One way to eliminate the effect of bucking is to sell all short length s
on the basis of the volume of the 4- or 5-foot sticks from which the y
were produced . Sometimes short lengths are sold by the "loose load, "
which may or may not be the equivalent of a cord of 4-foot wood . A
cord of 4-foot wood bucked into 12-inch lengths and thrown (not piled )
into a box will occupy 140 to 153 cubic feet of space, an increase ove r
stacked space of 9 .5 to 19 .5 percent .

Stovewood is often. sold by the "face cord ." This unit of measurement i s
the amount of wood of specified length contained in a stack 4 feet high .
and 8 feet long, or its equivalent, and may be applied to bucked cordwoo d
and to slabwood . Kindling is sometimes bundled but seldom stacked fo r
sale . Usually it is sold by the bushel bag or by the "load," the amount
the buyer can place on his vehicle .

Chips, sawdust, and shavings are extensively sold for fuel use only i n
the Northwest, where the "unit" of 200 cubic feet is the standard measure .

Briquets from Wood Waste . Forest Products Laboratory Report No .
1666-13 . 1960 .
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A cord of round wood will produce, roughly, one unit of chips and sawdust .
Bark, if used for fuel, is consumed at the mill that produces it and i s
not a regular trade item .

Of the processed fuels, lump charcoal is sold by weight in bushel sack s
(20 pounds) or smaller bags . Briquetted charcoal for picnic use is some -
times packaged in cartons . Briquetted wood waste, in large-quantity
sales, is sold by the ton, while some luxury-trade sales for fireplac e
use are made by the carton . Stoker-size briquets are finding favor i n
some western localities for mechanically stoked home furnaces, and thes e
small briquets are also being packaged for camp use and outdoor cooking .
The liquid fuels, methyl alcohol and ethyl alcohol from wood, are sold
by liquid measure in lots varying upward from a few ounces .

Byproducts ofthe Combustion
of Wood Fue l

Byproducts of the burning of wood fuel for heat or energy are (1) wast e
energy, (2) gases, (3) volatiles, and (4) solids .

Standard waste heat recovery methods are usable with the flue gases o f
wood . These gases are sulfur-free, but may contain some tars or acetic
acid that may influence choice of materials or layout of the system used .
Combustion gases from charcoal or alcohol are largely free of constit-
uents that might interfere with waste-heat recovery . Waste heat in gase s
is recovered chiefly by using them for drying . For example, the gase s
may be circulated directly through sawdust . Other standard heat-
recovery methods are applicable and may be industrially economical wher e
the wood-fuel supply does not exceed requirements and other fuels ar e
expensive .

Apart from their heat content, flue gases are chemical byproducts tha t
occasionally are of value . Composed chiefly of nitrogen from the ai r
supplied for combustion, flue gas normally contains, however, from 1 2
to 17 percent of carbon dioxide . A few papermills use this carbon
dioxide component in their process . One mill burns wood primarily fo r
such use . Otherwise, no use of carbon dioxide as a chemical is made in
the wood-using industries . One coal-burning electric generating statio n
has installed scrubbers and other equipment to produce a pure carbon di -
oxide for the trade . A similar operation may be feasible for wood -
burning plants to provide a local supply of dry ice or liquified carbo n
dioxide in cylinders for fire extinguishers, spray painting, inert at-
mospheres, or other industrial processes, and for carbonation of water .

The flue gases normally contain water vapor and small quantities o f
other volatiles . Under improper operating conditions, the percentag e
of oils, tars, acetic acid, and other distillation products may ris e

to troublesome levels and may cause corrosion, stains, excessive smoke ,
or hazardous combustible accumulations of tars . Because of the low
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market value of these volatile byproducts and their low concentration s
under proper firing conditions, it would not be feasible to attempt thei r

_recovery, except, perhaps, as an incidental product of carbon dioxide , '

recovery .

The nonvolatile product of combustion is, of course, ash, which contains
the mineral residue of the wood and some unburned carbon . The minera l
ash from wood amounts to 0 .5 to 1 percent of the dry weight of the woad ,
but total ash may be increased by unburned carbon or decreased-•by loss
as fly ash when excessive draft is used . Potash is an important con-
stituent of wood ash and formerly was used for soap . Present potash
prices do not warrant its recovery by separation from the ash . Wood ash ,
however, is used for fertilizer because of its potash, phosphorus, and
calcium content, and its sale for this purpose . by large wood users may
noticeably reduce fuel costs .
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